Get your hands on proven
GTL ancillary products—
and powerful tools to help
you sell them remotely!

See how easy it is to sell GTL’s Hospital Indemnity
and Short-Term Home Health Care plans.
GTL’s Advantage Plus Hospital Indemnity Plan and Short-Term Home Health Care Plan can offer great benefits to your
clients—and you. These affordable, industry-leading plans are designed to lower or completely cover their out-of-pocket
hospitalization or home health care costs. For example, the Hospital Indemnity product can cover hospital and other copays
for Medicare Advantage clients—a point that almost always closes the sale.

Demonstrate the benefits and complete the application in minutes—all remotely.
GTL has simple, powerful tools that can help you walk clients through the benefits and complete the e-application in
minutes—all without leaving your home or office. And it’s as easy as using the GTL PC Platform on any device with or without
internet access, or via our downloadable app onto your phone or tablet.

Why GTL’s Advantage Plus
Hospital Indemnity plan:

Why GTL’s Short-Term
Home Health Care plan:

• Created by the originator and still the industry leader

• Covers up to $450 per day in out-of-pocket costs for
home health care, up to $120 per day for home
health aide.

• Rates have never been increased and benefits have
never been reduced since the plan’s inception 15
years ago.
• Agents average a 70% closing rate with Medicare
Advantage clients.
• Pays generous first-year commissions and renewals for
the life of the policy

• Up to $600 per year in prescription drug benefits.
• More affordable than most other plan of care policies
• Only two or three underwriting questions and no
medical exams
• Three different base plans and multiple riders available

Both plans have multiple available riders for ambulance service, accident and other benefits—and both come with client
access to Ask Mayo Clinic Online.

Discover the advantages of GTL’s ancillary products to your clients—and your bottom line.

Learn more or get contracted today by calling:
800-323-6907

For Agent Use Only. This material cannot be distributed to the public or used in any consumer
solicitation. The policy, product features and benefit riders may not be available in all states.

